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I. INTRODUCTION

International law is no longer conceived of as regulating the rights and obligations of states alone, yet any suggestion that nonstate actors could or should play a role in the creation of international law remains highly controversial. States jealously guard their lawmaking powers as a key attribute of statehood, making them generally resistant to the idea of sharing such powers with any nonstate actors. States are particularly hostile to the possibility of granting nonstate armed groups a lawmaking role, given states’ perceptions of the illegitimacy of and threat posed by such actors. Nonetheless, we argue that it is time to reconsider whether it is possible and desirable for nonstate actors to play a role in the making of international law. In particular, we set out the case for granting nonstate armed groups a limited role in the creation of international humanitarian law.

Recent decades have seen a significant expansion of the international humanitarian rules regulating the conduct of states and armed groups in noninternational armed conflicts. Historically, the principal concern of international humanitarian law was the regulation of inter-state armed conflicts. Until the mid-1990s, only a handful of provisions applied to the actions of states and armed groups in noninternational armed conflicts. Since then, numerous treaties have been drafted or revised to regulate noninternational armed conflicts. Customary international humanitarian law has undergone a similar expansion. Many of the rules that previously governed only states in international armed conflicts now apply to both states and armed groups in noninternational armed conflicts.

---


3. The International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY) led the way by holding that many of the rules governing international armed conflicts also applied to noninternational
But with this growth comes an anomaly. The established doctrine of sources recognizes three sources of international law: treaties, custom, and general principles. Under this doctrine, states, and only states, make international law by entering into treaties or through the recognition of customary rules or general principles based on states' views and practices. The rationale behind this approach has been simple. Traditionally, only states were seen as having rights, duties, and enforcement capacities under international law. Therefore only states were understood as subjects of international law. At the same time, long-standing notions of voluntarism dictated that international law must be derived from the consent of those it governed. International law was thus understood as the sum total of obligations consented to by states and binding upon those states.

This reasoning does not hold when applied to noninternational armed conflicts. Only states create the international humanitarian law that governs the conduct of both states and armed groups. In international armed conflicts, the practice and views of both parties to the conflict play a role in creating the international law that regulates such conflicts and by which the parties are bound. In noninternational armed conflicts, by contrast, the practice of either some of the parties (if the conflict is between a state and one or more armed groups) or all of the parties (if the conflict is between two or more armed groups) is excluded from consideration. As international humanitarian law now treats nonstate armed groups as subjects rather than mere objects of international law, it is worth questioning whether nonstate armed groups can and should be given a role in the creation of the international law that governs conflicts to which they are parties.


6. The rules governing international humanitarian law typically are premised on a distinction between international armed conflicts (conflicts between two or more states) and noninternational armed conflicts (conflicts between a state and a nonstate armed group or between two or more nonstate armed groups). Although Article 38 lists the sources that the International Court of Justice (ICJ) should use in deciding cases, it is generally taken to reflect the sources of international law more generally. See IAN BROWNlie, PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW 5 (2008); 1 OPPENHEIM’S INTERNATIONAL LAW: PEACE 24, § 9 (Robert Jennings & Arthur Watts eds., 9th ed. 1992).

2012] Lawmaking by Nonstate Actors
In Part I, we provide a framework for understanding the potential for nonstate entities to play a role in making public international law. The typically accepted dichotomy between states and nonstate entities is unhelpful in analyzing this issue because it reinforces the view that states and only states make international law, while obscuring important differences between various types of nonstate entities. We argue that any normative evaluation of whether nonstate entities should be granted a lawmaking role requires one to adopt an analytical framework that is capable of distinguishing between states, state-empowered bodies (such as the United Nations and the International Court of Justice) and nonstate actors (such as individuals, corporations, and armed groups). Focusing on the last category, we outline a variety of justifications for granting some or all nonstate actors a role in lawmaking. We conclude, however, that whether and how a particular nonstate actor should participate in law creation depends, at least in part, on the advantages and disadvantages of recognizing such a role for that particular type of actor. We argue that this analysis should be judged from the perspective of the international community as a whole rather than from the viewpoint of states alone.

In Part II, we apply this test to determine whether armed groups should be given a role in the creation of international humanitarian law applicable in noninternational armed conflict. This issue has received very little attention to date; no systematic studies have been conducted on the potential costs and benefits of recognizing such a role. Drawing on existing but rarely discussed practices, we argue that recognizing a limited lawmaking role for some armed groups could create significant benefits (such as increasing a sense of ownership and compliance) and that some of the possible costs of doing so have been overplayed (such as inappropriately legitimizing armed groups and affecting their legal status). We do not argue that armed groups should be given the same lawmaking roles as states. Instead, we propose an approach that would accommodate the practices of armed groups within a less statist approach to the doctrine of sources of international humanitarian law. We recognize that any proposal for including armed groups in the process of law creation will be met by a host of theoretical and practical objections. Nonetheless, we set out a lawmaking paradigm that allows for constructive engagement with armed groups without downgrading the standards of international humanitarian law, treating armed groups as akin to states, or granting them a comparable role to states in the creation of international humanitarian law.

7. We have chosen this case study for two reasons. First, nonstate armed groups play a particular role in noninternational armed conflicts—both when the conflict is internal to one country and when it has a cross-border element. Armed groups are one of the "parties to the conflict" and they operate under the principle of equality of obligation with respect to the law. Accordingly, the example represents an acute instance of international law being created by states but being binding on both states and nonstate actors. Second, armed groups produce a wealth of materials relating to humanitarian norms, including unilateral declarations, ad hoc agreements with states and international organizations, and codes of conduct. These materials are overlooked and their normative status remains uncertain, largely because they fail to fit within the traditional doctrine of sources. For examples, see infra Part II.C.
II. NONSTATE ACTORS AND INTERNATIONAL LAWMAKING

A. Challenges to the Statist Doctrine of Sources

International law has traditionally been defined as the law created by and governing relations between states. This is reflected in a highly statist doctrine of sources that recognizes states, and only states, as the creators of international law. The sources of international law are generally considered to be those listed in Article 38(1) of the International Court of Justice (ICJ) Statute, namely:

- international conventions... establishing rules expressly recognized by the contesting states;
- international custom, as evidence of a general practice accepted as law;
- the general principles of law recognized by civilized nations; and
- judicial decisions and the teachings of the most highly qualified publicists of the various nations, as subsidiary means for the determination of rules of law.

Article 38 is considered the cornerstone of positivist approaches to international law because it distinguishes legal obligations from nonlegal practice. The provision distinguishes between three sources (treaties, custom, and general principles) and two subsidiary means of determining the law (judicial decisions and academic writings). This distinction reflects a state/nonstate division. States can create international law by, for example, entering into treaties or having their practices and views form the basis of customary international law and general principles. By contrast, the work of nonstate entities, such as courts and academics, are not sources of international law but rather provide only a subsidiary means of identifying international law.

This statist approach to the doctrine of sources is based on two principles found within traditional conceptions of international law. First, only states are subjects of international law—meaning that states are the sole entities that enjoy rights and obligations under international law, as well as the capacity to enforce international law in certain circumstances. Objects, by contrast, can be the focus or beneficiaries of international law, but cannot independently hold international legal rights or obligations, let alone enforce such rights or obligations on the international stage. Following this approach, nonstate entities such as individuals and armed groups—like cattle, rivers, or territory—were considered to be objects rather than subjects of international law.

8. BROWNLIE, supra note 4, at 5; 1 OPPENHEIM’S INTERNATIONAL LAW: PEACE, supra note 4, at 24 § 9.
10. LASSA OPPENHEIM, INTERNATIONAL LAW: A TREATISE 341 (1905) (“Since the Law of Nations is a law between states only and exclusively, states only and exclusively are subjects of the Law of Nations.”).
11. See, e.g., 1 GEORG SCHWARZENBERGER, INTERNATIONAL LAW 140-42 (3d ed. 1957); George Manner, The Object Theory of the Individual in International Law, 46 AM. J. INT’L L. 428-29 (1952). Not only did individuals not hold international rights or obligations, but any wrongs against them were cast as injuries to their state of nationality, resulting in that state having complete discretion.
Second, classical positivist justifications based on “voluntarism” require international law to be derived from the consent of those it governs. According to this view, as states are the only subjects of international law, and are sovereign equals, states must also be the only entities capable of creating the laws by which they are bound. As expressed in the Lotus case, “International law governs relations between independent States. The rules of law binding upon States therefore emanate from their own free will . . .” This view holds that only states, as the sole subjects of international law, can create international law and can agree to be bound by it.

Significant inroads have been made into the first principle: we now accept that a broad range of nonstate entities possesses rights and duties under international law, as well as the capacity to enforce those rights in certain circumstances. The concept of subjecthood under international law has widened to include a variety of nonstate entities, such as individuals (particularly under international human rights, investment, and criminal law) and international organizations (such as the United Nations). The concept has also become more differentiated; there is now widespread recognition that different subjects may possess different rights, obligations, and enforcement capabilities.

By contrast, there has been little movement with respect to the second principle. Generally no link is made between nonstate entities having rights, duties, and enforcement capacities under international law, and their capacity to play a role in international lawmaking. The concept of subjecthood has become less statist, but consensus on how international law is created has over whether, when, and how to pursue any international claims on their behalf. See, e.g., Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Co. (Belg. v. Spain), Second Phase, 1970 I.C.J. 3, ¶ 78-79 (Feb. 5); Mavrommatis Palestine Concessions (Greece v. U.K.), 1924 P.C.I.J. (ser. A) No. 2, at 12 (Aug. 30).

12. Simma & Paulus, supra note 9, at 303, 305 (arguing that state consent may be express, as with treaties, or tacit, as with custom).
13. Steven R. Ratner & Anne-Marie Slaughter, Appraising the Methods of International Law: A Prospectus for Readers, 93 AM. J. INT’L L. 291, 293 (1999) (arguing that international law is “no more or less than the rules to which states have agreed through treaties, custom, and perhaps other forms of consent”).
17. For example, the ICJ recognized that the United Nations was subject to international law but noted that this did not mean that it was a state or that its “legal personality and rights and duties were the same as those of a State.” Reparation for Injuries, 1949 I.C.J. at 179. The ICJ has held that the Vienna Convention on Consular Rights creates substantive rights for signatory states and their nationals. LaGrand (Ger. v. U.S.), 2001 I.C.J. 466, ¶ 77 (June 27). Some human rights regimes grant substantive and procedural rights to natural and legal persons. See, e.g., Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms art. 34, Nov. 4, 1950, 213 U.N.T.S. 221. Investment treaties grant investors procedural rights to enforce investment protections. See, e.g., Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes Between States and Nationals of Other States arts. 25, 36, Mar. 18, 1965, 17 U.S.T. 1270, 575 U.N.T.S. 159.
18. See generally, KATE PARLETT, THE INDIVIDUAL IN THE INTERNATIONAL LEGAL SYSTEM: CONTINUITY AND CHANGE IN INTERNATIONAL LAW (2011) (arguing that individuals, not just states, have rights, obligations and capacities under international law but only if and to the extent recognized by states).
remained highly statist. And the notion of voluntarism—that international law must be derived from the consent of those bound by it—rarely prompts discussion of whether nonstate actors should be entitled to play some role in authoring the laws that bind them. Nonetheless, there have been some normative and descriptive challenges to the traditional position that only states create international law.

On a normative level, modern positivists endorse the need for a doctrine of sources in order to distinguish law from non-law. They are prepared, however, to recognize that a limited range of actors other than states may play a role in codifying and progressively developing international law. Thus, Bruno Simma and Andreas Paulus suggest that the notion of state practice could be widened to include the practice and decisions of a narrow category of international bodies, such as the International Law Commission (ILC) and the ICJ.\(^\text{19}\) Although they acknowledge that various nonstate actors, including nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), global economic players, and the global media, play an increasingly important role in the international community, Simma and Paulus do not consider this role to extend to law creation.\(^\text{20}\)

Process theorists, by contrast, have moved away from the positivist focus on distinguishing between law and non-law, instead viewing law as an ongoing process of authoritative decisionmaking by various actors.\(^\text{21}\) According to proponents of the New Haven and “international law as a transnational legal process” schools, a wide range of actors other than states influences this decision-making process and thus the development of international law.\(^\text{22}\) However, these “authorized decision-makers” remain predominantly state actors (such as makers of foreign policy) and actors empowered by states (such as international courts), even if they are influenced by NGOs, individuals, and others.

On a descriptive level, international law does recognize that nonstate entities may play some role in lawmaking, but these instances tend to be treated as ad hoc exceptions. For example, international organizations can enter into treaties with states or each other, under which they accept rights and obligations related to their functions.\(^\text{23}\) Debate remains, however, over whether states can enter into treaties with subjects of international law that are neither states nor international organizations.\(^\text{24}\) The ILC, when preparing a draft of

---


20. Id. at 306.


24. Different interpretations are also given to Reparation for Injuries Suffered in the Service of the United Nations, Advisory Opinion, 1949 I.C.J. 174, 178 (Apr. 11). Some attempt to limit its scope to state-created bodies, while others see it as establishing broader principles applicable to all nonstate actors. Compare Alexander Orakhelashvili, The Position of the Individual in International Law, 31 CAL
what was to become the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT),
considered the possibility of various other subjects entering into treaties with
states, but ultimately excluded the issue from the VCLT’s purview.25 States
have entered into agreements with indigenous peoples, armed groups, and
foreign investors, but the legal status of these agreements is disputed.26

Outside the context of treaties, various nonstate actors have been granted
particular roles in lawmaking processes. For instance, the International Labor
Organization has adopted a formal tripartite model in which each member state
is represented by two government delegates, one employer delegate, and one
worker delegate, thereby creating a role for nonstate actors.27 Representatives
of indigenous peoples were involved in the drafting of the 1994 United Nations
Draft Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.28 NGOs are allowed to
play a formal role in some international judicial proceedings,29 and they have
played an informal though critical role in campaigning for and then influencing
the drafting of certain treaties.30 The International Committee of the Red Cross
(ICRC), for example, has been particularly influential in the area of
international humanitarian law.31


26 See, e.g., Texaco Overseas Petroleum Co. v. Libya, 53 I.L.R. 422, 473-74, ¶ 66 (opinion of René-Jean Dupuy); LAUTERPACHT, supra note 15, at 147; Derek W. Bowett, Claims Between States and Private Entities: The Twilight Zone of International Law, 35 CATH. U. L. REV. 929 (1986).


31 For example, the ICRC convened meetings of experts in advance of the diplomatic conferences of 1949 and 1974-77 that adopted the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols, and
On the whole, however, the notion of international lawmaking embodied in the doctrine of sources has remained remarkably statist in character. According to mainstream theories, nonstate entities may enjoy rights, obligations, and enforcement capacities under international law, but only if, and to the extent that, those rights, obligations, and capacities are created or recognized by states.\(^3\)

**B. Moving Beyond Statism: From Dualism to Tripartism**

We contend that, in analyzing the potential for nonstate entities to engage in lawmaking, it is necessary to move past the state/nonstate dichotomy and adopt a tripartite distinction between states, state-empowered bodies, and nonstate actors. The dualist state/nonstate distinction has been criticized for defining all nonstate entities by reference to what they are not. This negative distinction thereby reinforces the idea that states are the primary or only subjects of international law and obscures differences between different types of nonstate entities.\(^3\) While we challenge the notion that states are the only subjects of international law, we do not dispute their continuing centrality.\(^3\) Nonetheless, we believe that there are important reasons to distinguish between state-empowered bodies and nonstate actors that tend to be lost in debates that begin with the state/nonstate framework.\(^3\)

1. **States**

Whether an entity qualifies as a state generally depends on whether it possesses a permanent population, a defined territory, a government, and capacity to enter into relations with other states, or is recognized as a state by other states. While the lawmaking power of states is not disputed, debate exists over the potential for entities that display many of the characteristics of states (such as Palestine, Taiwan, and the Holy See) to engage in law creation.\(^3\)

---

\(^1\) Lawmaking by Nonstate Actors

\(^2\) On the whole, however, the notion of international lawmaking embodied in the doctrine of sources has remained remarkably statist in character. According to mainstream theories, nonstate entities may enjoy rights, obligations, and enforcement capacities under international law, but only if, and to the extent that, those rights, obligations, and capacities are created or recognized by states.\(^3\)

\(^3\) We contend that, in analyzing the potential for nonstate entities to engage in lawmaking, it is necessary to move past the state/nonstate dichotomy and adopt a tripartite distinction between states, state-empowered bodies, and nonstate actors. The dualist state/nonstate distinction has been criticized for defining all nonstate entities by reference to what they are not. This negative distinction thereby reinforces the idea that states are the primary or only subjects of international law and obscures differences between different types of nonstate entities. While we challenge the notion that states are the only subjects of international law, we do not dispute their continuing centrality. Nonetheless, we believe that there are important reasons to distinguish between state-empowered bodies and nonstate actors that tend to be lost in debates that begin with the state/nonstate framework.

1. **States**

Whether an entity qualifies as a state generally depends on whether it possesses a permanent population, a defined territory, a government, and capacity to enter into relations with other states, or is recognized as a state by other states. While the lawmaking power of states is not disputed, debate exists over the potential for entities that display many of the characteristics of states (such as Palestine, Taiwan, and the Holy See) to engage in law creation.

---

\(^32\) submitted drafts of the Conventions and Protocols to the diplomatic conferences. The ICRC has since been instrumental in the drafting and adoption of numerous other treaties, including the Ottawa Convention and the Rome Statute for the ICC. The customary international humanitarian law study concluded under the auspices of the ICRC is proving highly influential as demonstrated by citations in judgments of international and national courts and tribunals. The ICRC has also been granted observer status before the General Assembly in recognition of the mandates conferred upon it by the Geneva Conventions and its special role “in international humanitarian relations.” G.A. Res. 45/6, ¶ 2, U.N. Doc. A/RES/45/6 (Oct. 16, 1990).


\(^34\) Higgins, supra note 21, at 39 (arguing for recognition of a broader array of participants in the international legal process but acknowledging that “states are, at this moment of history, still at the heart of the international legal system”).

\(^35\) This distinction is not intended to suggest that all entities within a single category are equivalent, nor is the dividing line between these categories always easy to discern.


\(^37\) These entities include some whose statehood is contested (e.g., Palestine and Taiwan) and
2. State-Empowered Bodies

We define "state-empowered bodies" as international bodies created by two or more states and granted authority to make decisions or take actions, such as developing, interpreting, applying, and enforcing international law.38 The creation of state-empowered bodies by states distinguishes them from pure nonstate actors such as individuals, corporations, NGOs, and armed groups.39 State-empowered bodies include entities made up of all or most states (such as the General Assembly), entities made up of sub-groups of states (such as the Security Council), and entities whose members are appointed by states (such as the ICJ, the ILC, and the Human Rights Committee).40 This Article treats state-empowered bodies as a distinct category from nonstate actors for descriptive and normative reasons.

Descriptively, it is becoming increasingly well-accepted that many state-empowered bodies play direct and indirect roles in the formation of international law, though their means of doing so do not fit neatly within the framework of Article 38(1) of the ICI Statute.41 For example: the Security Council is empowered to impose binding decisions on all member states of the United Nations;42 international organizations can enter into treaties with states others that are neither states nor aspiring states but which enjoy many of the rights and obligations accorded to states (e.g., the Holy See and the Sovereign Order of Malta). Some of these entities enter into international agreements with states, unilaterally declare themselves bound by certain international rules, and benefit from observer status at international organizations and conferences.

38. This definition draws on contemporary debates about the delegation of powers from states to international organizations and other entities. See Curtis A. Brady & Judith G. Kelley, The Concept of International Delegation, 71 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 1, 3-9 (2008) (adopting a similar definition of international delegation, but not limiting it to bodies created by states).

39. State-empowered bodies include but are not limited to international organizations, which are generically defined as having been established (1) by an international agreement between states, (2) with at least one organ distinct from its member states and capable of so acting, and (3) under international law. JOSÉ E. ALVAREZ, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AS LAW-MAKERS 6 (2005); HENRY G. SCHERMERS & NIELS M. BLOKKER, INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTIONAL LAW: UNITY WITHIN DIVERSITY 26-39 (4th rev. ed. 2003).

40. States can delegate powers directly to a state-empowered body, or indirectly, if one state-empowered body redelegates power to another such body. ALVAREZ, supra note 39, at 5-6; DAN SAROOSHI, INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR EXERCISE OF SOVEREIGN POWERS 18-27 (2005). For example, states delegated powers to the General Assembly and the Security Council, which in turn created and redelegated powers to the ILC and ICTY, respectively. For the basis of this power of redelegation, see U.N. Charter arts. 13, 39, 41. On the legitimacy of such redelegations based on the U.N. Charter, see Prosecutor v. Tadić, Case No. IT-94-1-I, ¶¶ 14-22 (Int'l Crim. Trib. for the Former Yugoslavia Oct. 2, 1995).

41. See generally ALVAREZ, supra note 39, at 13-14 (describing how international organizations undertake "legislative acts," producing "rules," "norms," "standards," and "laws"); id. at 595-97 (explaining that international organization standard-setting often does not fit into any of the three established sources of law); Jonathan I. Charney, Universal International Law, 87 AM. J. INT'L L. 529 (1993) (noting the emergence of universally binding international law based on actions by states in multilateral fora); Jan Klabbers, International Organizations in the Formation of Customary International Law, in CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW ON THE USE OF FORCE: A METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH 179 (Enzo Cannizzaro & Paolo Palchetti eds., 2005) (considering the potential for the practice of international organizations to contribute to the formation of customary international law); Jan Klabbers, Lawmaking and Constitutionalism, in THE CONSTITUTIONALIZATION OF INTERNATIONAL LAW 81, 85-99 (Jan Klabbers, Anne Peters & Geir Ulfstein eds., 2009) (outlining a variety of challenges to the statist approach to the doctrine of sources as well as attempts to retheorize the doctrine in light of these challenges).

42. U.N. Charter art. 25. See generally ALVAREZ, supra note 39, at 184-98 ("The Security
and each other, judicial decisions of international courts and tribunals play an important role in creating and developing international law, and bodies such as the ILC and Human Rights Committee influence the development and interpretation of international law.

Normatively, state-empowered bodies are created and empowered by states, which creates a basis for arguing that any lawmaking powers exercised by such bodies are derived from state consent. In addition, after an initial delegation of lawmaking powers has been made, states retain a variety of formal and informal powers to sanction state-empowered bodies if they overreach in their lawmaking efforts. This means that states can affirm, acquiesce in, or reject particular lawmaking attempts by state-empowered bodies. For example, the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia radically transformed the content of the law of noninternational armed conflict in Prosecutor v. Tadić when it held that many of the rules of the law of international armed conflict were also applicable to noninternational armed conflicts. States then affirmed that view when they adopted the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court. By contrast, the United Kingdom, the United States, and France objected to the Human Rights Committee’s General Comment on the impact of reservations that were incompatible with the object and purpose of human rights treaties, resulting in uncertainty over the correct approach to be taken to reservations to human rights treaties. Any role that state-empowered bodies play in law creation is thus dependent on


43. VCLT-IO, supra note 23, at 63-64.

44. See ALVAREZ, supra note 39, at 458-65, 545-84; BOYLE & CHINKIN, supra note 28, at 263-312; HERSCH LAUTERPACHT, THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTERNATIONAL LAW BY THE INTERNATIONAL COURT (1982).

45. See Statute of the International Law Commission, G.A. Res. 174(II), U.N. Doc. A/RES/174(II) (Nov. 21, 1947) (as amended). See generally ALVAREZ, supra note 39, at 304-16 (discussing the influence of the ILC’s “expert” treaty-making); BOYLE & CHINKIN, supra note 28, at 154-57 (discussing the influence of the Human Rights Committee); id. at 171-204 (discussing the history, significance, and limitations of the ILC’s contribution to the development of international law, and its effect on customary international law).

46. Bradley & Kelley, supra note 38, at 3-12. This approach leaves open many questions, including what powers are delegated to these bodies, whether they are acting within their delegated authority, and whether and to what extent such authority may change over time as a result of actions of the body coupled with acquiescence on the part of states.

47. For discussions about powers to sanction state-empowered bodies in relation to international courts and tribunals, see, for example, Jacob Katz Cogan, Competition and Control in International Adjudication, 48 Va. J. Int’l L. 411 (2008); Tom Ginsburg, Bounded Discretion in International Judicial Lawmaking, 45 Va. J. Int’l L. 631 (2005); and Anthea Roberts, Power and Persuasion in Investment Treaty Interpretation: The Dual Role of States, 104 Am. J. Int’l L. 179, 185-95 (2010).


49. See Danner, supra note 3, at 25-37; Kress, supra note 3, at 107.

initial state consent and at least some level of ongoing state consent.

3. Nonstate Actors

Under this tripartite framework, "nonstate actors" are neither states nor state-empowered bodies. They include individuals, corporations, NGOs, and armed groups. Although coherent in one sense, this category is defined by reference to what it is not. It thus contains a disparate collection of actors, which complicates analysis about their actual and appropriate lawmaking role. Descriptively, this category enjoys the weakest claim to lawmaking status under international law as there is no general agreement that such actors play a role in law creation, even with respect to those laws that are binding upon them.\(^{51}\) Normatively, it is difficult to justify a law-creating role for nonstate actors as a group using traditional arguments based on state consent because they are neither states (with direct lawmaking powers) nor entities that are created and empowered by states (with delegated lawmaking powers). It should come as no surprise, then, that discussions about nonstate entities playing an actual or potential role in the creation of international law usually focus on the role of state-empowered bodies rather than nonstate actors.\(^{52}\)

C. Recognizing a Law-Creating Role for Nonstate Actors

When scholars do grapple with the question of a role for nonstate actors in international law creation, a broad spectrum of views emerges. Andrew Clapham and Robert McCorquodale, both strong proponents of challenging the statist approach to the subjects of international law, typify opposing poles of thought regarding giving nonstate actors a role in law creation.

At one end of the spectrum, Clapham argues for the recognition of rights and obligations of nonstate actors as well as increased opportunities for enforcement, but does not contend that nonstate actors have or should have a role in law creation.\(^{53}\) He argues that one can "recognize the importance of nonstate actors and their influence without suggesting that they have achieved the role of law-maker."\(^{54}\) Nonstate actors are subjects of international law in the sense of having rights, duties, and capacities, but international law remains "mostly generated by accepted processes between states."\(^{55}\) This approach has the advantage, he contends, of maintaining the core structures of international law and not "inappropriately legitimizing the relevant non-state actors."\(^{56}\)

\(^{51}\) See supra Part I. In some cases, nonstate actors might not have an interest in lobbying for recognition as a general subject of international law because they do not wish to attract general obligations under international law. For example, transnational corporations have not argued for general international legal personality, preferring to secure specific substantive and enforcement rights in limited circumstances (such as in the realm of foreign investment) without exposing themselves to international obligations more generally. A. Claire Cutler, Critical Reflections on the Westphalian Assumptions of International Law and Organization: A Crisis of Legitimacy, 27 REV. INT’L L. STUD. 133, 143 (2001).

\(^{52}\) See, for example, the approaches of modern positivists discussed supra Part II.A.


\(^{54}\) Id. at 28.

\(^{55}\) Id.

\(^{56}\) Id. at 29.
At the other end of the spectrum, McCorquodale argues for a broader definition of subjecthood that would include lawmaking capacities as an essential element.\textsuperscript{57} "A ‘subject’ of the international legal system," he argues, "can be considered to be one which has direct rights and responsibilities under that system, can bring international claims and . . . is able to participate in the creation, development, and enforcement of international law." This leads McCorquodale to argue for an “inclusive international legal system” based on the idea of participation rather than subjecthood, in which a myriad of nonstate actors would participate in law creation whether directly or indirectly.\textsuperscript{58} “The participation of non state actors . . . may not be the traditional method of international lawmaking," he concludes, “but it is now an accepted method.”\textsuperscript{59}

Clapham’s statist approach to law creation would preclude armed groups from playing any role in making international law, even with respect to norms that are binding upon them.\textsuperscript{60} McCorquodale’s inclusive approach to law creation, by contrast, represents a potentially significant challenge to the traditional paradigm of sources and lawmaking. It would create a basis for recognizing a lawmaking role of armed groups alongside many other nonstate actors. Nonetheless, he leaves unanswered many important questions regarding the modalities of law creation by nonstate actors, including what is meant by “participation” and whether it is intended to be direct (which would be relatively radical) or indirect (which would be comparatively uncontroversial).\textsuperscript{61}

We argue that it is possible to eschew the extremes of statism and full inclusivity to find various mid way rationales enabling certain nonstate actors, but not others, to play a recognized role in law creation. Below, we identify four intermediate approaches that justify the participation of particular types of nonstate actors in lawmaking processes. Since we believe that different rationales might be appropriate when dealing with different types of nonstate actors, our aim is to provide a schema for understanding a range of more moderate positions. Instead of endorsing a one-size-fits-all approach that would apply to all nonstate actors, these intermediate stances provide a useful way of assessing the lawmaking potential of a variety of nonstate actors, including

\textsuperscript{57} McCorquodale, supra note 28, at 479-80; McCorquodale, supra note 24, at 307.
\textsuperscript{58} McCorquodale, supra note 28, at 492-97.
\textsuperscript{59} Id. at 496.
\textsuperscript{60} More recently, Clapham has indicated greater sympathy toward the view that armed groups might play some role in the formation of international humanitarian law norms. See ANDREW CLAPHAM, THE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF ARMED NONSTATE ACTORS: THE LEGAL LANDSCAPE AND ISSUES SURROUNDING ENGAGEMENT 41-44 (2010) (recognizing that the involvement of armed groups in the law creation process may prove a “new direction” in engagement with armed groups, as well as fostering a sense of ownership by them over international humanitarian norms, but cautioning against collapsing the normative legal regime into a description of existing canons of behavior by all relevant actors).
\textsuperscript{61} Other unanswered questions include: Should all nonstate actors be granted a role in law creation or only those with rights and obligations? Have the views of such actors already been accounted for through their domestic relationship with their home state? How might the views and practices of nonstate actors be evidenced? And how should the views and practices of different nonstate actors be weighed against each other and those of states and state-empowered bodies? To the extent that McCorquodale argues simply for an indirect role of nonstate actors in law creation, his position is not that far removed from Clapham’s approach.
armed groups.

1. State Consent

A lawmaking role for certain nonstate actors could be recognized based on express or implied state consent. States could expressly agree that certain nonstate actors could play a role in treaty negotiations or unilaterally undertake to be bound by particular treaty commitments. Where a state enters into a bilateral agreement with a nonstate actor, such as an armed group, it is arguably impliedly consenting to that actor having some role in law creation, at least for the limited purpose of entering into and being bound by that agreement. Just as states can confer rights, obligations, and enforcement capacities on nonstate actors, so too are they able to confer discrete lawmaking roles on nonstate actors. This represents a limited departure from the traditional, state-centered approach to law creation as it remains tied to state action and state consent. It also parallels the way state-empowered bodies acquire a recognized role in law creation, which is based, to a large extent, on the notion of delegated lawmaking powers.

2. State-Like Entities

An exception to the purely statist approach to the doctrine of sources could be recognized for “state-like” entities that share many of the characteristics of states, such as territory, population, and government, but are not recognized as states. This approach accepts that states remain the principal actors in the international legal system, but argues for a more flexible delimitation of states as opposed to nonstates for the purposes of law-creation. A number of developments in international law already evidence this approach.

States and international organizations have traditionally conferred some legal status upon representatives of peoples that are recognized as having a right to self-determination.62 For example: the General Assembly granted the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) observer status at the General Assembly,63 some argue that international agreements entered into between Israel and the PLO constitute treaties;64 and Palestine has been permitted to participate in Security Council debates and proceedings before the ICJ, both of which have traditionally been limited to participation by states.65 Entities


recognized as belligerents have also traditionally been afforded the capacity to enter into legal relations and conclude international agreements. More generally, states have signed peace agreements with armed groups that exercise control over territory. Such groups have also signed agreements with each other. These agreements are often characterized as treaties and some have become important steps in the recognition of new states, as occurred in the former Yugoslavia.

On one level, this approach may represent a relatively minor conceptual departure from the traditional state-centered approach as it accepts sovereign entities as the only lawmaking entities but broadens our understanding of that category. In practice, however, it would likely be highly controversial because states often deny that these entities are states, and thus are unlikely to accept a formal law-creating role for them despite their state-like nature or functions. If this approach were accepted, it would pave the way for recognition of the lawmaking capacity of certain armed groups but not others. It would privilege those with a strong claim to state-like status because of territorial control or the exercise of governmental functions. It might also create a risk of incentivizing armed groups to use violent means in order to gain state-like qualities so as to be granted a role in lawmaking.

3. Bearers of Rights or Obligations

A more fundamental challenge to the statist doctrine of sources would be to decouple lawmaking capacity from statehood and to re-found it on the concept of bearing rights or obligations under international law. For instance, Anthony Clark Arend links the role of states in law creation to the traditional understanding that international law governs the actions of states and thus should be based on their consent. In light of the rise of international rules binding various state-empowered bodies and nonstate actors, he questions

66. Gerald Fitzmaurice, for example, explained that treaty-making capacity extends to "para-statal entities recognized as possessing a definite if limited form of international personality, for example, insurgent communities recognized as having belligerent status—de facto authorities in control of specific territory." Special Rapporteur, Documents of the Tenth Session Including the Rep. of the Comm'n to the Gen. Assembly: Law of Treaties, art. 8, ¶ 2, U.N. Doc. A/ACN.4/115 (Mar. 18, 1958) (by G.G. Fitzmaurize); see BROWNLIE, supra note 4, at 63.

67. During the dissolution of the former Yugoslavia, various sub-state entities entered into peace agreements with each other. These agreements were generally characterized as treaties and helped lead to the recognition of new states such as Bosnia and Herzegovina. For example, the Dayton Accords included a General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and Herzegovina along with Annexes and an Agreement on Initial. The General Framework was concluded by the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina, the Republic of Croatia, and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. The Annexes were mainly concluded between the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina and two entities involved in the conflict, the Republika of Srpska and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The negotiators took for granted that the Republika of Srpska and the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina could conclude the agreements, though they were not recognized as states and the entities effectively signed away their legal personality in doing so, as they accepted a new Constitution of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina in which their entities became members as a federal state. See Christine Bell, Peace Agreements: Their Nature and Legal Status, 100 AM. J. INT'L L. 373, 380 (2006); Paola Gaeta, The Dayton Agreements and International Law, 7 EUR. J. INT'L L. 147, 158-60 (1996).

68. ANTHONY CLARK AREND, LEGAL RULES AND INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY 43 (1999).
whether these actors should play a role in creating such rules. Similar arguments have been or could be made with respect to specific categories of nonstate actors, such as individuals and nonstate armed groups. For example, Christiana Ochoa argues that, as individuals now bear rights and obligations under international law, the process by which custom is formed should be broadened to include their voices, as custom receives its legitimacy from the fact that it "originate[s] in the actions and beliefs of those whom it later comes to bind – the subjects of [international] law." A variation of this argument is that nonstate actors should be able to play a role in lawmaking, but only with respect to obligations that are or may become binding upon them. Jan Klabbers argues, for instance, that creating rights for nonstate actors requires no special justification, but imposing "obligations directly on non-state actors . . . require[s] a justification of sorts, if only for the sake of legitimacy." If nonstate armed groups are bound by international humanitarian law, he asks, should they not play some role in determining the existence and content of their obligations? This argument has some resonance with the different ways in which third-party rights and obligations are treated under treaty law, where consent of the third-party is usually presumed for third-party rights but required for third-party obligations. It also has some parallels with certain roles granted to state-empowered bodies. For instance, the ILC is now drafting articles on the responsibility of international organizations and, as part of this process, is considering submissions from states and international organizations.

69. Id.
73. Id. at 357-61; see also Marco Sassoli, Taking Armed Groups Seriously: Ways To Improve Their Compliance with International Humanitarian Law, 1 J. INT’L HUM. L. STUD. 5 (2010) (arguing that the perspectives of nonstate actors should influence international humanitarian law and suggesting ways in which nonstate actors could contribute to the formulation and operation of the law).
74. VCLT, supra note 25, arts. 34-36.
This approach represents a significant departure from the statist approach to the doctrine of sources, as lawmaking capacity would be tied to whether an entity bears rights or obligations under international law. If adopted, this theory would justify armed groups' playing a role in law creation, at least with respect to international humanitarian law. It would map more accurately certain realities, such as the extensive use of humanitarian law agreements between states and armed groups, regardless of whether the latter are state-like. The theory would also pave the way for many other nonstate actors to play a role in law creation. Nonetheless, it would not provide a strong basis for entities such as NGOs to claim lawmaking status, given that they are primarily concerned with lobbying for rights and obligations of actors other than themselves. In this way, this approach represents a step short of the completely inclusive approach, just as the state-like approach represents a step short of the purely statist approach.

Yet the focus on rights and obligations also suffers from practical and conceptual problems. On a practical level, it is difficult to envisage how a role in law creation for nonstate actors would work. For example, which nonstate actors would take part in treaty negotiations and according to what criteria? And would making obligations on nonstate actors contingent upon their consent result in the downgrading of international law standards? On a conceptual level, might international law limit lawmaking capacity to states on the basis that they are presumed to represent the interests of their nationals and those within their territory, including persons who are subject to rights and obligations under international humanitarian law, international criminal law, and international human rights law? To some extent, this notion of representation has always been a fiction, as states may engage in lawmaking on the international plane regardless of their democratic or non-democratic nature and the domestic voices they exclude or underrepresent in doing so. But this fiction is particularly difficult to maintain when the interests of states and certain nonstate actors systematically diverge, as is the case with states and armed groups. The next approach addresses this challenge.

4. Excluded Voices

Instead of granting nonstate actors a role in lawmaking in all circumstances in which their rights or obligations are at issue, a fourth approach would be to recognize a lawmaking role for those actors whose views are not represented (well or at all) by states. For example, there may be situations where the interests of governments and their populations systematically diverge. This could form a basis for arguing that these individuals should play a role in law creation with respect to their rights and obligations. Much of international human rights law might come under this rationale, as one of its primary purposes is to protect individuals from the...
actions of their government.\textsuperscript{77}

States are unlikely to represent the views of armed groups operating within their territory, since those groups are frequently fighting against, and challenging the legitimacy of, their governments. According to Klabbers, "to argue that non-state entities are by definition represented by their governments is implausible where the very raison d'être of those nonstate entities is to deny the representative nature of their governments."\textsuperscript{78} In addition to states having an acute interest in not representing the views of armed groups fighting against them, other states may have a general interest in not recognizing such views due to a desire not to create a precedent that may work against them in the future.

The excluded-voices approach may also form the basis for recognizing a lawmaking role for NGOs on the basis that they lobby for the interests of those who are either excluded from or undervalued in the traditional statist paradigm. Isabelle Gunning, for example, argues that NGOs should have a legal voice in the creation of custom because they are able to represent neglected perspectives, such as the importance of the human rights of women.\textsuperscript{79} Others, such as Julie Mertus and Kenneth Anderson, caution against granting NGOs a direct role in lawmaking given that the claim that NGOs serve as proxies for civil society is open to question and raises concerns about democratic legitimacy.\textsuperscript{80}

Adopting the excluded voices approach would represent a significant challenge to the traditional statist approach to the doctrine of sources, although it is more moderate than giving all nonstate actors with rights or obligations a role in law creation. The key would be to identify categories of nonstate actors that have rights or obligations under international law and whose views are systematically unrepresented by states. The approach would be almost the antithesis of one based on state consent. It also faces significant practical and conceptual difficulties. Which nonstate actors would be given a role in law creation and how would that role be given effect? Who would decide whether certain excluded voices should be given a role in the lawmaking process, given that states are likely to object to giving a role to nonstate actors they view as illegitimate?\textsuperscript{81} And would this approach result in international law standards

\textsuperscript{77} Id. at 158-62. Thus, by analogy, the U.N. Human Rights Committee found that states cannot withdraw unilaterally from the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights because the rights enshrined therein belong to the people living in the state and cannot be abrogated by the government of that state. Rep. of the Human Rights Comm., General Comment No. 26, U.N. Doc. CCPR/C/21/Rev.1/Add.8/Rev.1 (Dec. 8, 1997).

\textsuperscript{78} Klabbers, supra note 72, at 359; see also Sassoli, supra note 73, at 7-8 ("[Armed groups] would not be . . . engaged in an armed conflict . . . if they were within the practical reach of the law of the land and the law enforcement systems of the State on whose territory they are fighting . . .").

\textsuperscript{79} Gunning, supra note 27, at 227-34.

\textsuperscript{80} Julie Mertus, Considering Nonstate Actors in the New Millennium: Toward Expanded Participation in Norm Generation and Norm Application, 32 N.Y.U. J. INT'L L. & POL. 537, 561-62 (2000); see also Anderson, supra note 30, at 110-19 (arguing that NGOs are not directly connected to masses of people and therefore are not authentic voices of democracy).

\textsuperscript{81} States involved in noninternational armed conflicts are unlikely to accept that the armed groups against which they are fighting are underrepresented or denied an effective voice. This mirrors the special status given to wars of national liberation under Additional Protocol I, which has gone
being undermined?

D. The Needs of the International Community

The intermediate positions discussed above provide a schema for justifying the inclusion of different types of nonstate actors in the creation of international law. Each theory supports a role for at least certain types of armed groups in the creation of at least some types of international law. We do not endorse any overarching theory in the abstract, however. None of the theories is necessary; other theories or combinations of theories might be appropriate when dealing with different types of nonstate actors. Nor is any one of the theories sufficient, as we contend that whether a particular type of nonstate actor should be granted a role in law creation, and what the nature of that role should be, must be conditioned on and shaped by the needs and interests of the international community as a whole.

Our approach builds on the functional and incremental approach adopted by the ICJ in its *Reparation for Injuries* Advisory Opinion. In finding that the United Nations was a subject of international law, the Court clarified that “[t]he subjects of law in any legal system are not necessarily identical in their nature or in the extent of their rights, and their nature depends on the needs of their community.” Although the United Nations possessed a large measure of “international personality and the capacity to operate on an international plane,” that did not mean that it was a state or that its “legal personality and rights and duties [were] the same as those of a State.”

On this basis, we argue that recognizing a law-creating role for some nonstate actors does not mean granting them the same lawmaking powers as states. Instead, in assessing whether to grant particular nonstate actors a role in law creation, and in tailoring the nature of that role to fit the type of actor in question, we must examine the needs of the international community as a whole. Although difficult to identify and define, the interests of the international community are clearly broader than those of states alone and include the interests of nonstate actors (such as NGOs, armed groups, and civilians) and state-empowered bodies.

---

83. Id. at 178 (emphasis added).
84. Id. at 179.
III. ARMED GROUPS AND INTERNATIONAL LAWMAKING

Whereas Part II set out a tripartite division of states, state-empowered bodies, and nonstate actors and outlined arguments for a potential lawmaking role of nonstate actors in general, Part III considers one specific nonstate actor—armed groups—and explores arguments for and against recognizing a role for armed groups in the creation and development of international humanitarian law applicable in noninternational armed conflict. We have focused on armed groups because of the unique role that nonstate armed groups play in noninternational armed conflicts as a party to the conflict, and because armed groups have produced a wealth of unilateral declarations, ad hoc agreements and codes of conduct relating to humanitarian norms that cannot be understood within the traditional doctrine of sources.86

Our notion of "armed groups" is limited to those groups that are parties to noninternational armed conflicts and meet the definitional requirement of organization, such as the Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) (FARC) of Colombia, the Liberation Tigers of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) of Sri Lanka, and the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) of Sudan.87 Many terrorist groups would fail to meet these criteria either because they lack the relevant organizational requirements or because they are involved in random acts of violence rather than being engaged in a conflict that meets the threshold requirements of a noninternational armed conflict.88

A. Potential Advantages

Arguments about the potential advantages of involving armed groups in law creation usually stem from an assumption that permitting such participation would increase recognition of and compliance with humanitarian law rules by armed groups, or states, or both. No systematic studies have been conducted on this issue, but qualitative evidence suggests that these potential advantages should be treated seriously.

1. Effect on Participating Armed Groups

Giving armed groups a role in humanitarian lawmaking processes may increase the likelihood of those armed groups recognizing and abiding by

86. See supra note 7.
88. For example, the United Kingdom has stated, in the context of Additional Protocol I that, "[i]t is the understanding of the United Kingdom that the term ‘armed conflict’ of itself and in its context denotes a situation of a kind which is not constituted by the commission of ordinary crimes including acts of terrorism whether concerted or in isolation.” Ratification (with Declarations and Reservations), United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 2020 U.N.T.S. 76 (Jan. 28, 1998). By contrast, the United States considers itself involved in an armed conflict against Al Qaeda. See, e.g., Speech, Harold Hongju Koh, Legal Adviser, U.S. Dept’ of State, Remarks to the annual meeting of the Am. Society of Int’l L. on the Obama Administration and International Law (Mar. 25, 2010), available at http://www.state.gov/s/l/releases/remarks/139119.htm. However, this position is itself contested.
humanitarian law norms. The International Council on Human Rights Policy reports that its research and consultations suggest that where armed groups commit themselves to written codes of conduct, this encourages them to respect human rights. Marco Sassoli reasons that “it is psychologically easier to have [international humanitarian law norms] accepted and respected by persons who were involved—or represented—in their development,” since this involvement promotes a sense of “ownership” over the norms.

In some cases, armed groups have given notice that they do not consider themselves bound by, or will not comply with, particular rules because they did not participate in the creation of such rules. For example, following an appeal on the part of the ICRC, the National Liberation Front of Vietnam wrote to the ICRC indicating that it did not consider itself bound by the Geneva Conventions because it did not participate in their creation. Human Rights Watch has likewise reported that certain Colombian armed groups have informed it that “although they support humanitarian standards in theory, they do not accept [Additional] Protocol II since it was not negotiated directly with them.” And the Frente Farabundo Martí para la Liberación Nacional (Farabundo Martí National Liberation Front) (FMLN) in El Salvador refused to follow particular humanitarian law norms on the basis that “no agreement exist[ed] between the parties.”

In other cases, armed groups have sought to bind themselves by particular humanitarian law rules and there is evidence to suggest that this has affected their behavior. For example, Geneva Call, a Geneva-based organization dedicated to engaging armed groups in respecting and adhering to humanitarian norms, created a Deed of Commitment on anti-personnel mines that can be signed by “armed non-state actors.” The Deed largely parallels the

89. Gauthier de Beco, Compliance with International Humanitarian Law by Non-State Actors, 18 J. INT’L L. PEACE & ARMED CONFLICT 190, 193 (2005) (“One way of improving compliance with the law of internal armed conflict is to give non-State actors the opportunity to conclude agreements with their government and other armed groups, and undertake unilateral declarations of conduct.”). See generally INT’L COMM. RED CROSS, INCREASING RESPECT FOR INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW IN NON-INTERNATIONAL ARMED CONFLICTS (2008), available at http://www.icrc.org/eng/assets/files/other/icrc_002_0923.pdf (noting that the ICRC has worked to increase respect for international humanitarian law during noninternational conflicts).


commitments incumbent upon states parties to the Ottawa Convention on the Prohibition of Anti-Personnel Mines. Numerous armed groups—forty-one at the time of writing—from Burundi, India, Iran, Iraq, Myanmar, Philippines, Somalia, Sudan, Turkey, and Western Sahara have signed the Deed, agreeing to the “complete prohibition on all use, development, production, acquisition, stockpiling, retention and transfer of [anti-personnel] mines, under any circumstances.” Geneva Call has reported a decline in the use of anti-personnel mines by signatories to the Deed and has facilitated the destruction of numerous stockpiles of mines. Few allegations of use or acquisition of anti-personnel mines have been made against signatories to the Deed, and of these, only one was upheld following external verification. Many of the signatories used anti-personnel mines before signing the Deed, suggesting that the Deed has had some impact on their behavior.

Armed groups have also entered into agreements with international organizations and states in which they accept certain humanitarian law obligations. These, too, seem to have had a positive effect on compliance. Examples include the Ground Rules concluded between various Sudanese armed groups and the U.N. Operation Lifeline Sudan, and “action plans” on child soldiers concluded between armed groups and U.N. entities. The action plans commit the armed groups to the disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration of child soldiers. As a result of these action plans, child soldiers have been rehabilitated and reintegrated into society. The conclusion of the action plans cannot be considered the sole cause of these improvements; in addition, the Security Council has indicated that it may impose sanctions on


97.  See GENEVA CALL: PROGRESS REPORT, supra note 96, at 15-16.


armed groups that make no action plans or that violate them. Nonetheless, the success of these action plans suggests a link between concluding an agreement and complying with the provisions in that agreement.

2. Effect on States in Conflict with Armed Groups

Giving armed groups the ability to sign onto humanitarian law norms also has the potential to improve compliance by the states they fight against. Certain states have been hesitant to sign humanitarian law instruments because the armed groups that they are fighting are unable to reciprocate. As a matter of law, state ratification of a treaty would bind armed groups that are within the state’s territory but, as a matter of practice, some states have viewed ratification as a one-sided act, effectively binding them without requiring a reciprocal commitment from an armed group. Allowing armed groups to demonstrate formally their commitment to be bound, or to express their intention to comply with existing legal obligations, could relieve some of the anxiety felt by these states.

For instance, the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army (SPLM/A) signed the Geneva Call Deed of Commitment in 2001; the SPLM/A and the Government of Sudan signed a Memorandum of Understanding with the United Nations on mine action in 2002; and the Government ratified the Ottawa Convention in 2003. According to the former director of the U.N. Mine Action Service, “It is clear from conversations with senior officials of the Government, that they would not have felt able to ratify the [Ottawa] Treaty, if the SPLM/A had not already made a formal commitment to observe its provisions in the territory under its control.” Here, the air of formality seems to have helped because a previous commitment by the SPLM/A on mine action had proved insufficient to induce the Government to ratify the Ottawa Convention.

The fact that the Deed largely parallels the Ottawa Convention helps in creating the perception that the commitments of states and armed groups are equal and complementary. Thus, the Government of Colombia has

101. Sivakumaran, supra note 5, at 381-82.
102. See Signatories, supra note 95.
acknowledged Geneva Call’s engagement with the Ejército de Liberación Nacional (National Liberation Army) (ELN) and has indicated that it is in favor of “a process of engagement that is complementary and parallel to” the Ottawa Convention. 107 Likewise, a European Parliament resolution on Sri Lanka “urges both sides, as an immediate gesture of goodwill, to cease the use of [anti-personnel] mines and to assist in their removal, and considers that, to this end, the Government of Sri Lanka should set an example by signing the Ottawa Convention and the LTTE should sign Geneva Call’s Deed of Commitment.”108

Armed groups have also undertaken to comply with particular humanitarian rules with the aim of affecting the behavior of the states against which they are fighting. For example, on signing the Deed, the National Council for the Defense of Democracy-Forces for the Defense of Democracy (CNDD-FDD) “urged the government [of Burundi] to respect and quickly implement its obligations under the [Mine Ban Treaty].”109 There are also examples of armed groups that become or form part of a new government and then continue their prior commitments to abide by particular norms. Thus, in Iraq, two signatories to the Deed, the Kurdistan Democratic Party and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan, became part of the national authorities and encouraged Iraq’s accession to the Ottawa Convention, which occurred in 2007.110

3. Effect on Other Armed Groups

Allowing armed groups to agree to comply with humanitarian law norms can also influence other armed groups to agree to comply with such norms, either directly through peer pressure or indirectly through example setting.

Geneva Call incorporates this potential for influence into its strategy for engagement. The Deed provides that signatories “see the desirability of attracting the adherence of other armed groups to this Deed of Commitment and

109. GENEVA CALL, supra note 107, at 9; see also Ndial Deng Nhial, Chairman, Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army Comm’n for External Relations, Info., and Humanitarian Affairs, Statement of the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement/Army on the Occasion of the Signing and Depositing to Geneva Call Deed of Commitment to Ban Landmines (Oct. 4, 2001), available at http://www.genevacall.org/resources/nsas-statements/f-nsas-statements/2001-2001-04oct-splma.htm (“And as we stand committed to deposit our DEED OF COMMITMENT, we raise our voice to the international community to bring pressure to bear on the government of the Sudan to ratify the Ottawa Convention on the ban on the use of landmines . . .”).
will do [their] part to promote it."  According to Geneva Call, "[p]eer pressure is a useful tool in this context: armed groups that have signed the Deed of Commitment can have a significant effect on other groups if they explain their reasons for adhering to the ban and share their experience, especially in the area of mine action." Cognizant of this approach, armed nonstate actors themselves have indicated that they "[c]ommit to continue to actively promote, in collaboration with Geneva Call, the Deed of Commitment among non-signatories." In practice, some signatories have indeed gone on to advocate the importance of a ban on anti-personnel mines to other armed groups, and Geneva Call has indicated at least one instance where an armed group has become involved with the mine ban because of the example of others.

The idea of armed groups influencing one another has particular promise at the local level. If several armed groups are involved in the same armed conflict, even if they are not formally related, links between them create the potential for peer influence. Along these lines, when signing the Deed of Commitment, the Lahu Democratic Front (LDF) stated, "We will do our best to advocate to other armed Lahu groups to also stop using anti-personnel mines. As well, we will use our position within the National Democratic Front (NDF) to encourage other armed opposition groups to ban anti-personnel mines." The effect on other armed groups can also extend across borders and conflicts. When Ban Landmines Campaign Nepal and Geneva Call organized a seminar on the role of the Communist Party of Nepal-Maoist (CPN-M) in the mine ban, the then-Chairman of the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) Coordinating Committee for the Cessation of Hostilities attended, sharing MILF’s perspective on the mine ban and on "[t]he benefits for confidence-building that this measure has brought to relations between the MILF and the Government of the Republic of the Philippines." Similarly, the Executive Director of the New Sudan Mine Action Directorate, an entity of the SPLM/A, sent a letter to the ELN of Colombia explaining the reasons why the SPLM/A banned the use of landmines and appealing to the Government and armed groups to "[s]ave Colombia . . . from further landmines contamination."

---

111. GENEVA CALL: DEED OF COMMITMENT, supra note 95, ¶ 8.
116. SJÖBERG, supra note 114, at 80.
Outside the context of Geneva Call, which remains the most influential actor in this area, states and intergovernmental organizations have also recognized the potential for armed groups to influence one another. The U.N. Secretary-General has observed, for example, that “[i]t is anticipated that the precedent set by the commitment of the [Sudan Liberation Army] (Minawi) faction in Darfur to an action plan [on child soldiers] will generate momentum for other armed groups to follow suit.”\textsuperscript{118} Similarly, the Government of the Philippines stated that it was “encouraged” by the submission of an action plan on child soldiers by MILF “[a]nd was optimistic that this action plan could be the springboard of similar negotiations with other non-State actors to halt the recruitment and use of children.”\textsuperscript{119}

Materials from armed groups have also proven influential for unrelated armed groups. For example, several Maoist groups, unrelated to the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (CPLA) or to China, adopted codes of conduct based on various instructions issued by the CPLA in 1928 and reissued in 1947. The Revolutionary United Front of Sierra Leone (RUF) adopted “Eight Codes of Conduct,” which is virtually identical to the CPLA’s Eight Points of Attention,\textsuperscript{120} and the New People’s Army, the armed wing of the National Democratic Front of the Philippines (NDFP), uses the Three Main Rules of Discipline and Eight Points of Attention of the CPLA.\textsuperscript{121} Thus, groups that share similar ideologies have influenced one another regarding humanitarian norms, and not just rhetoric and tactics.

B. Possible Concerns

Arguments against involving armed groups in law creation usually stem from assumptions that permitting such participation would affect their legal status, increase their perceived legitimacy, or lead to the downgrading of humanitarian law norms. Once again, while quantitative studies do not exist, qualitative evidence suggests that some of these concerns are overstated. Other concerns reflect the self-interest of states rather than the broader interests of the international community, while still others could be assuaged through restrictions on the way in which armed groups are granted a lawmaking role.

1. Affecting the Legal Status of Armed Groups

States are likely to object that granting armed groups a role in law creation will enhance their legal status, possibly upgrading common criminals


\textsuperscript{120} Prosecutor v. Sesay, Case No. SCSL-04-15-T, Trial Chamber Judgment, ¶ 705 (Special Court for Sierra Leone Mar. 2, 2009).

and terrorists to a position on a par with states. According to some commentators, simply applying international humanitarian law to armed groups results in their being afforded a certain measure of legal status, however that law is created. States are especially likely to be threatened by granting armed groups a lawmaking role when this role is justified on the basis that these groups are “state-like” entities because they control territory or exercise government-like powers.

We do not view this objection as persuasive, however. To begin with, this concern clearly reflects the self-interest of states. In Klabbers’ words, as “gatekeepers of the system,” states have every reason to hesitate about “elevat[ing] newcomers to their own level” for fear that they would lose some of the prerogatives that they currently enjoy. States may have a keen interest in maintaining their exclusive or dominant role in lawmaking, but the pertinent question here is whether such exclusivity or dominance benefits the international community as a whole rather than states in particular.

There is little reason to fear that granting armed groups some role in lawmaking will lead to their having the same status as states. As a matter of positive law, recognizing that different entities are subjects of international law does not make them akin to states, nor does it mean that they hold the same rights, duties, and capacities as states. For instance, international organizations can enter into treaties with respect to areas within their spheres of competence, but they do not have plenary lawmaking powers. If armed groups were given a role in law creation, they could be subject to similar (as well as additional) constraints.

There are precedents for states’ granting armed groups some role in lawmaking while declaring that this does not affect the groups’ legal status. Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions exhorts parties to the conflict to conclude agreements on international humanitarian law but provides that this “shall not affect the legal status of the Parties to the conflict.” Likewise, Geneva Call’s Deed of Commitment provides that it “shall not affect our legal status, pursuant to the relevant clause in common article 3,” a provision included by the drafters “so as not to alarm states.” Although such caveats

122. See, e.g., 2-B FED. POL. DEP’T, FINAL RECORD OF THE DIPLOMATIC CONFERENCE OF GENEVA OF 1949, at 330 (1949) (describing General Oung of Burma’s argument that “an attempt to safeguard the legal status of the de jure government . . . will automatically give the insurgents a status as high as the legal status which is denied to them.


124. Klabbers, supra note 72, at 365.


126. It may prove harder to delimit the lawmaking competence of nonstate actors, such as armed groups, that do not have a constitutive instrument created by states. Nonetheless, one approach to limiting their lawmaking power may come from the underlying justification for recognizing such powers—e.g., where a lawmaking role is justified on the basis that the nonstate actor bears rights and obligations.

127. Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War, supra note 1, art. 3.

128. GENEVA CALL: DEED OF COMMITMENT, supra note 95, art. 6; GENEVA CALL, supra note
will not always appease states’ concerns, they have been expressly or impliedly included in many bilateral agreements between states and armed groups.

The possibility of enhancing their legal status would certainly be attractive to some armed groups. For example, the Deed was reportedly unsatisfactory to the LTTE as it did not treat the group as equal to the Government of Sri Lanka. But armed groups have also been willing to undertake international obligations without this formal incentive. Indeed, a commander of the SPLM/A has “encouraged Geneva Call to make clear to armed groups that signature to the Deed of Commitment does not change in any way their legal status or lend legitimacy to their struggles.” Likewise, the Declaration of the Second Meeting of Signatories to Geneva Call’s Deed, which was adopted solely by armed nonstate actors, notes that “humanitarian engagement does not affect the legal status of any actor.”

2. Inappropriately Legitimizing Armed Groups

A stronger objection is that engaging armed groups in law creation would inappropriately legitimize those groups. This concern is often grouped together with objections about affecting armed groups’ legal status. For example, the African Union Convention on Internally Displaced Persons provides that “[t]he provisions of this Article shall not, in any way whatsoever, be construed as affording legal status or legitimizing or recognizing armed groups.”

107, at 33.

129. For example, in speaking about the clause in Common Article 3, Burma’s delegate at the Diplomatic Conference of 1949 took the view that the sentence was “only a bait ... which I hope will fail in its object. Whether or not you safeguard the legal status of the de jure government, the mere inclusion of this Article in an international Convention will automatically give the insurgents a status as high as the legal status which is denied to them. It can easily be imagined that this paragraph is going to be an encouragement and an incentive to the insurgents.” FED. POL. DEP’T, supra note 122, at 330.


132. GENEVA CALL, supra note 107, at 33.


two objections are distinct, as it is possible to enhance the perceived legitimacy of an armed group without formally affecting its legal status, though one may lead to the other.\(^{135}\)

States are often reluctant to do anything that may legitimize the armed groups with which they are in conflict.\(^{136}\) For example, during a 2009 Security Council debate on the protection of civilians in armed conflict, Vietnam stated that, "[r]eality has proved that, while possibly effective in certain cases, dialogue with non-State armed groups must be carefully considered and approached in the overall framework of cooperation with the States in question in order to avoid the unintended legitimization of illegal or even internationally recognized terrorist groups."\(^{137}\) The Government of Myanmar prevented U.N. entities from engaging with Burmese armed groups on child soldier issues due to legitimacy concerns.\(^{138}\) And the Government of Afghanistan expressed concern that the international community engaging with the Taliban might change perceptions of the conflict and the Government's relative status within it, "reduc[ing] the Government from being a sovereign to being a mere faction in a civil war."\(^{139}\)

On occasion, engagement with armed groups on the part of NGOs or international organizations has led to the organization's expulsion from the territory in question.\(^{140}\) Some states have even prohibited the provision of any sort of assistance to armed groups that are considered terrorist organizations. The U.S. Supreme Court, for instance, has held that providing advice or training on international humanitarian law to the LTTE and the Kurdistan Workers' Party (PKK) could amount to providing material support to terrorist groups in violation of U.S. law.\(^{141}\) The judgment warns that such support "lend[s] legitimacy to foreign terrorist groups—legitimacy that makes it easier for those groups to persist, to recruit members, and to raise funds—all of which

---


\(^{137}\) For example, legitimacy concerns may play a part in a state's denial of the existence of an armed conflict, failure to recognize an armed group as a party to the conflict, or failure to conclude a bilateral agreement on international humanitarian law. INT'L COMM. OF THE RED CROSS, IMPROVING COMPLIANCE WITH INTERNATIONAL HUMANITARIAN LAW: EXPERT SEMINARS 20 (2003) [hereinafter INT'L COMM. RED CROSS, EXPERT SEMINARS]; INT'L COMM. RED CROSS, supra note 89, at 17.


\(^{141}\) Nicolas Florquin & Elisabeth Decrey Warner, Engaging Non-State Armed Groups or Listing Terrorists? Implications for the Arms Control Community, 1 DISARMAMENT F. 17, 19 (2008).

\(^{141}\) Holder v. Humanitarian Law Project, 130 S. Ct. 2705 (2010). But see id. at 2731 (Breyer, J., dissenting).
facilitate more terrorist attacks.\textsuperscript{142} Given that certain states consider mere engagement with armed groups an unacceptable acknowledgement of such groups, granting them a role in law creation may be viewed as further legitimizing them.

There are reasons to be skeptical of the legitimacy objection, however. Concerns about legitimacy are often skewed in one direction: the concern more often raised is whether engaging an armed group in dialogue will legitimize it; the concern less often raised is whether failing to do so will legitimize a state.\textsuperscript{143} Moreover, the characterization of an armed group as a terrorist group is frequently a political one. Although states that are involved in noninternational armed conflicts may characterize their opponents as terrorists, not everyone will share that perspective. For example, during the 2011 armed conflict in Libya, Colonel Gaddafi accused the armed group headed by the Transitional National Council of being a terrorist organization.\textsuperscript{144} A number of states, however, recognized the Council as the "legitimate governing authority."\textsuperscript{145} Not dealing with armed groups that appear on terrorist lists may also be problematic. As an EU official noted, the Humanitarian Aid department of the European Commission needs "to act in full conformity with relevant legislation, and therefore cannot either engage directly or fund any organisation that is on its terrorist list. At the same time... it is very difficult to ignore some organisations that are on the list."\textsuperscript{146}

It will always be hard to strike a balance between constructively engaging with armed groups in order to improve humanitarian conditions and not legitimizing those groups or their causes. Different entities will strike this balance in different ways. For instance, the Special Rapporteur on Extrajudicial, Summary or Arbitrary Executions met with armed groups,\textsuperscript{147} but chose not to meet with the Taliban due to political sensitivities. He later declared this a "mistake" as "[t]aking account of information provided by such sources would permit a more nuanced understanding of Taliban and other

\textsuperscript{142} Id. at 2725. \textit{But see} id. at 2736-37 (Breyer, J., dissenting) ("This 'legitimacy' justification cannot by itself warrant suppression of political speech, advocacy, and association... [and] itself is inconsistent with critically important First Amendment case law.").


\textsuperscript{145} See, e.g., Chair's Press Statement, Fourth Meeting of the Libya Contact Group (July 15, 2011), \textit{available at} http://www.state.gov/p/nea/rls/rmi/168764.htm ("Representatives from 32 countries and 7 international organizations... agreed to deal with the National Transitional Council (NTC) as the legitimate governing authority in Libya.").


Lawmaking by Nonstate Actors

The Special Rapporteur indicated that, "while . . . contacts could indeed be pursued in ways that might somehow ‘legitimize’ these groups, contact in order to request its view on particular incidents, criticize its conduct, and urge better human rights and IHL compliance does not ‘legitimize’ that group." 149

Even though states may dislike or object to engagement with armed groups, we argue that such engagement may be justified if it leads to concrete benefits, such as increased knowledge of and compliance with international humanitarian law. As the U.N. Secretary-General has stated in making the case for engaging with armed groups in general, not just in the context of law creation:

"We must . . . focus more attention on compliance with international humanitarian law by non-State armed groups. Unpalatable as it may be for some States, engagement with such groups is critical. The United Nations must be able to talk to all warring parties, including armed groups. Failure to do so is always likely to mean more, not fewer, civilians killed and wounded. I urge Member States to accept this necessity. . . . We know from experience that regular engagement, monitoring and reporting creates a culture in which both States and non-State groups are increasingly being made aware of the need to respect international humanitarian law."

Against this, there is a risk that armed groups will seek to improve their reputations by issuing unilateral declarations or concluding bilateral agreements declaring an intention to respect international humanitarian law even when they have no real intention of complying with the terms of these documents. 151 This danger, however, is not unique to armed groups; it also exists in relation to a state’s ratification of humanitarian law conventions. 152 We do not view this risk as sufficient to prevent armed groups from playing a role in lawmaking. Nonetheless, it is worth looking for ways to mitigate this danger when modeling the specific ways in which armed groups might play a role in lawmaking.

3. Downgrading Humanitarian Law Protections

The strongest concern from the perspective of the international
community, as distinct from the self-interested perspective of states involved in noninternational armed conflicts, is that allowing armed groups to play a role in law creation might lead to the downgrading of humanitarian law protections. For example, would permitting armed groups a role in lawmaking in the future allow these groups to declare themselves not bound by existing legal obligations? Could they hold up the process of reaching agreement on new norms or water down the content of such norms during negotiations? Much depends on how the lawmaking role of armed groups is conceived, which we address in Part III.C. We argue that giving armed groups a role in lawmaking is not the same as giving them a license to dictate the content of the law and that armed groups should not be given a role equal to that of states or be able to displace existing legal obligations. However, before discussing the ways in which the concerns about ratcheting down protections may be addressed, it is worth making three points.

First, it cannot be assumed that involving armed groups in law creation would necessarily lead to the downgrading of legal standards. There are certainly cases where the practice of armed groups appears to be at odds with the requirements of international humanitarian law (for example in targeting). Nonetheless, there are other cases where armed groups have undertaken obligations above and beyond those of states or existing international law. For example, the Ottawa Convention prohibits mines that are “designed to be exploded by the presence, proximity or contact of a person,” while Geneva Call goes further and prohibits mines that have that effect, whether or not they are actually designed for that purpose. In addition, the fact that forty-one armed groups have signed Geneva Call’s Deed of Commitment, taken together with the existence of groups that have not signed the Deed but have indicated their general approval of the ban, arguably moves the prohibition on land mines closer towards inclusion as a principle of

154. Contrary to the position under existing international humanitarian law, a number of armed groups have asserted that various classes of persons may be legitimately attacked. See, e.g., Prosecutor v. Limaj, Case No. IT-02-05, Transcript, (Int’l Crim. Trib. for the Former Yugoslavia Nov. 19, 2004), available at http://www.icty.org/x/cases/limaj/trans/en/041119ED.htm (“[A]ll Serbian forces, whether the police, the military, or armed civilians, are our enemy.”); FREnte FARABUNDO MARTí PARA LA LIBERACiióN NACIONAL, THE LEGITIMACY OF OUR METHODS OF STRUGGLE 8-9 (1988) (arguing that it is permissible to capture mayors and members of the civil defense, and target military advisors); Declaration, National Democratic Front of the Philippines, Declaration of Undertaking to Apply the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Protocol I of 1977 (July 5, 1996), available at http://www.hartford-hwp.com/archives/54a/036.html (asserting that it is permissible to attack “units, personnel and facilities belonging to” the armed forces, national police, paramilitary forces, and intelligence personnel); Statement, Kurdistan Workers’ Party, Statement to the United Nations, (Jan. 24, 1995), available at http://www.hartford-hwp.com/archives/51/009.html (arguing that it is permissible to attack members of the armed forces, contra-guerrilla forces, the intelligence service, the gendarmerie, and village guards).

155. Ottawa Convention, supra note 2, art. 2(1) (emphasis added); see also GENEVA CALL: DEED OF COMMITMENT, supra note 95, art. 1.

customary international law. In the meantime, forty-one armed groups have voluntarily accepted additional humanitarian law obligations.

Second, awareness of areas of the law in which the views of states and armed groups diverge can be instructive for identifying breaches of existing law as well as potential for the future development of the law. The breach of an existing custom is simultaneously a seed for a new legality. Where armed groups violate legal standards but seek to justify their conduct within the boundaries of the existing rule and its exceptions, their breaches have the effect of reinforcing rather than undermining the referenced legal prohibitions. However, when armed groups openly violate a legal standard and attempt to justify their position by calling for a change in existing rules or understandings, their practice may contribute towards the development of customary norms if their position is accepted or acquiesced to by other relevant actors.

Identifying areas where the law is breached systematically may be useful in considering whether the law is realistic or unachievable. As Sassoli explains, allowing armed groups to participate in the formation of international humanitarian law “would constitute the best way to ensure that compliance with IHL is realistic” for such groups. Just as the law of naval warfare would not be revised without considering the practice and views of navies, Sassoli reasons that armed groups should be involved in the creation of international humanitarian law because the essence of such law is that it is created and applied by the parties based on “an understanding of the problems, the dilemmas and the aspirations of the parties to armed conflicts.” Although the law should not always be amended to reflect actual practice, when law and practice systematically diverge, it is worth examining whether the law has been appropriately adapted to the circumstances.

Accordingly, considering the practice of armed groups may prove useful in shaping international humanitarian law. For example, the practice of armed groups may demonstrate the inadequacies of international humanitarian law taking a “one size fits all” approach in all circumstances and might support the recognition of different standards for states and armed groups, or for different types of states and armed groups, in certain circumstances. Some room for differentiation is already built into certain humanitarian law rules, such as those obliging parties to act “within the limits of their capabilities” or “to the fullest extent practicable.” There have also been suggestions that the

159. Sassoli, supra note 73, at 20.
161. Additional Protocol II, supra note 1, art. 5(2).
162. Id. art. 7(2); see also id. art. 4(3)(b) (“all appropriate steps shall be taken”); id art. 8 (“[w]henever circumstances permit”); id. art. 17 (“[a]ll possible measures”). The key here is not to water down core legal standards but to permit some differentiation in circumstances where doing so would make non-core standards more realistic and achievable. See generally Sandesh Sivakumar, Re-Envisaging the International Law of Internal Armed Conflict, 22 EUR. J. INT’L L. 219, 253-60 (2011) (describing different ways to tailor norms to meet the particularities of the situation).
differing abilities of states should be taken into account when assessing compliance with their humanitarian law obligations.\textsuperscript{163} Thus, an armed group that exercises control over a significant portion of territory and operates as a de facto government may be able to assume obligations akin to those of states, while imposing similar obligations on groups with lesser levels of control or without relevant resources could prove meaningless.

A good example of this differentiation of responsibilities is the prohibition on sentencing and execution prior to a fair trial by a regularly constituted court. The FMLN in El Salvador advocated that “the type of tribunal and law required by [Additional] Protocol II have to be adapted to the conditions and capacity of the contending party; the particular mechanisms necessary for defense must be adjusted to the real possibilities of the zone where the trial is held.”\textsuperscript{164} Similarly, the LTTE took the view that the nature of its judicial system varied with the level of territorial control that it had. According to the Head of the LTTE Judicial Division:

In the beginning we were a guerrilla organization, engaging in hit and run tactics against the Sri Lankan armed forces. We had no stable control over large territories or populations. Therefore we neither had the resources nor the environment to set up and run a proper judicial system. But in 1993, as soon as we were in control of most of the north, our leader established the Tamil Eelam Judiciary and College of Law.\textsuperscript{165}

Finally, there may also be merit in allowing armed groups to advocate for changes to humanitarian law norms even when states and armed groups have divergent views. States may have a collective interest in not recognizing the interests of armed groups, but this interest may not necessarily be shared by the broader international community. Armed groups would be likely to campaign, for example, for combatant immunity and prisoner-of-war status for their fighters taken captive, as was the case with the National Liberation Front of Algeria.\textsuperscript{166} States have a clear interest in not recognizing this as a customary law obligation because they would be prevented from trying members of an armed group for taking part in hostilities. Nonetheless, the international community may have a different interest if armed groups would be more likely to comply with humanitarian law were they to receive combatant immunity or prisoner-of-war status in exchange.\textsuperscript{167}

The advantages and disadvantages of giving armed groups a role in lawmaking must be weighed against each other and should be judged by reference to the needs of the international community. Further work needs to be

\textsuperscript{163}. For example, the Eritrea-Ethiopia Claims Commission noted that, when assessing what was meant by “required” medical care, it was “mindful” that it was dealing with two states with “very limited resources.” Partial Award on Prisoners of War, Eritrea’s Claim 17, (Eri. v. Eth.) 42 I.L.M. 1083, ¶ 117 (Eri.-Eth. Claims Comm’n 2003).

\textsuperscript{164}. FREnte FARABUNDO MARTí PARA LA LIBERACiÓN NACIONAL, supra note 154, at 20.


\textsuperscript{167}. See INT’L COMM. RED CROSS, EXPERT SEMINARS, supra note 136, at 22-23; Bugnion, supra note 151, at 194-95; Sassoli, supra note 73, at 26.
undertaken on the merits. However, the evidence that exists to date suggests that, at least with respect to certain groups and certain norms, there is a link between allowing armed groups a role in the creation of international humanitarian law and their increased compliance with that law. Insofar as the downsides are concerned, many relate to the self-interest of states and should thus feature less strongly in the balancing equation. The strongest potential disadvantage relates to a weakening of humanitarian protections, which would be contrary to the interests of the international community. Nonetheless, many of the advantages and disadvantages depend on the manner in which armed groups could play a role in law creation, an issue to which we now turn.

C. Proposals for Moving Forward

Granting armed groups a role in lawmaking could mean many things: armed groups could remain bound by existing legal obligations or be given the right to opt out of these obligations; they could be given a right to participate in the creation of new legal norms but not a right to declare themselves bound by those norms; or they could be given the right to adopt new norms as binding upon them without being granted a role in the law creation process. Those favoring a traditional approach to the doctrine of sources would contend that armed groups remain bound by existing legal obligations imposed by states and should have no role in the creation or adoption of new legal norms. By contrast, those who strongly support the rights of nonstate actors in general or armed groups in particular would argue that such groups should not be bound by existing legal obligations because they played no role in their creation and have not consented to them, and should be given rights on par with states to participate in the creation and adoption of new legal norms.

We do not support either position. Instead we chart an intermediate course. For the reasons set out above, the traditional, statist approach to the doctrine of sources is both descriptively outdated and normatively questionable. Nonetheless, giving armed groups plenary lawmaking powers would effectively upgrade them to the level of states and would subordinate the interests of the international community as a whole to the interests of armed groups. Accordingly, we argue for striking a balance between recognizing the interests of armed groups in creating and developing international humanitarian law and maintaining important humanitarian protections. Specifically, we propose that armed groups should remain bound by existing obligations but be given certain roles in the norm creation process going forward, including being granted the formal capacity to recognize existing obligations and to undertake new ones. These roles can take a number of different forms.

1. Unilateral Declarations

We contend that armed groups should be permitted, even encouraged, to issue binding unilateral declarations through which they commit to respect existing international humanitarian law obligations and take on additional obligations. In the Nuclear Tests cases, the ICJ recognized that, with respect to
states, "declarations made by way of unilateral acts, concerning legal or factual situations, may have the effect of creating legal obligations," depending on the intention of the state making the declaration and how it may be reasonably understood by other actors. Under our proposal, unilateral declarations from armed groups would be given weight analogous to unilateral declarations from states. International law generally sets a high bar for determining that a statement amounts to a binding unilateral declaration. We argue, however, that when declarations on humanitarian norms are issued in the midst of a noninternational armed conflict or cast in legal language, there should be a presumption that they are binding. We recommend that these declarations be made publicly available, preferably in a centralized repository, so that they can be easily accessed, monitored by various entities, and can potentially influence other armed groups. We also support the introduction of verification mechanisms, such as those adopted by Geneva Call with respect to its Deed, in order to hold armed groups accountable for the commitments they have made. This would help ensure that only those armed groups that genuinely intend to comply with their obligations issue unilateral declarations.

Our proposal builds on existing practice. A number of armed groups have already issued unilateral declarations in which they agree to be, or recognize that they already are, bound by certain humanitarian law obligations. This has occurred on both an ad hoc basis and in more structured environments. Geneva Call provides the best example of the structured approach, but it is not the only one. States themselves have envisaged the possibility of national liberation movements adopting unilateral declarations undertaking to comply with particular humanitarian law treaties. Article 96(3) of Additional Protocol I permits national liberation movements to "undertake to apply" the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocol I. The effect of such an undertaking is that:

(a) the Conventions and this Protocol are brought into force for the [national liberation movement] as a Party to the conflict with immediate effect; (b) the [national liberation movement] assumes the same rights and obligations as those which have been assumed by a High Contracting Party to the Conventions and this Protocol; and (c) the Conventions and this Protocol are equally binding upon all Parties to the conflict.

The 1980 Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons adopts a similar framework. No instruments applicable in noninternational armed conflict include a specific mechanism for unilateral declarations, but numerous armed groups have made such declarations nonetheless. For instance, the FMLN and the PKK issued unilateral declarations in which they committed to abide by

169. See Nuclear Tests, 1974 I.C.J. at ¶ 44.
170. See supra Part III.A.
171. Additional Protocol I, supra note 81, art. 96(3).
172. Id. art. 96.
There is some acceptance in the literature of the binding nature of unilateral declarations made by nonstate actors. Geneva Call treats its Deed of Commitment as binding on its signatories, as do the signatories themselves. On occasion, international courts have also referred favorably to undertakings by armed groups. For example, in the Advisory Opinion on the Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, the ICJ noted that Palestine had submitted a unilateral declaration undertaking to comply with the Fourth Geneva Convention, which the depository had treated as "valid." Similarly, in the Akayesu trial judgment, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda noted that the Rwandan Patriotic Front (RPF) had "stated to the International Committee of the Red Cross that it was bound by the rules of international humanitarian law." Outside the courtroom, various U.N. entities have treated unilateral declarations of armed groups as binding and have called upon the international community to monitor and enforce such undertakings.

In our view, recognizing the possibility of armed groups making binding unilateral declarations should be relatively uncontroversial. Given that armed groups would be committing to respect existing obligations or to take on additional obligations, the risk of downgrading legal obligations does not arise. Accordingly, the fact that these commitments would emanate from armed groups alone, without any involvement on the part of states, is not problematic. The lack of direct interaction between states and armed groups also minimizes concerns about legitimizing armed groups by treating them on par with states. Adopting a unilateral declaration approach would also leave the traditional architecture of international law—which is based primarily on treaties, custom and general principles—unaffected.

2. Hybrid Treaties

a. Bilateral or Trilateral Treaties

In addition to favoring unilateral declarations, we propose that armed
groups should be encouraged to conclude agreements on international humanitarian law with states and state-empowered bodies such as international organizations. Through these agreements, the parties would affirm their intention to comply with existing obligations or agree to bring new legal obligations into play. As these agreements would be modeled on treaties, and share with treaties the characteristic of being binding on the parties, we term them "hybrid treaties." This terminology is not intended to suggest that these instruments are quasi-binding or akin to soft law. Instead, although just as obligatory as treaties proper, these agreements are hybrid in the sense of being concluded between subjects with recognized lawmaking capacities (states and international organizations) and ones without (armed groups).

As with unilateral declarations, this recommendation builds on existing practices. For instance, the Government of the Philippines and the NDFP entered into an agreement on human rights and international humanitarian law;\textsuperscript{180} the Government of Sudan and the SPLM/A concluded an agreement on the protection of civilians;\textsuperscript{181} and the Government of the Philippines and the MILF reconfirmed their obligations to respect humanitarian and human rights law.\textsuperscript{182} Humanitarian law obligations also form a common component of ceasefire and peace agreements entered into between governments and armed groups, such as those between the Government of Guatemala and the Unidad Revolucionaria Nacional Guatemalteca (URNG), the Government of El Salvador and the FMLN, and the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF.\textsuperscript{183} Armed groups have also entered into tripartite agreements with states and U.N. entities in which they accept certain humanitarian law obligations, such as the Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of Sudan, the SPLM/A, and the United Nations regarding U.N. Mine Action Support to Sudan.\textsuperscript{184}

To date, some international and domestic courts have rejected the idea that agreements involving armed groups amount to treaties or are binding under international law on the basis that only states can create international obligations. The Colombian Constitutional Court has held that agreements concluded pursuant to common Article 3 "are not, strictly speaking, treaties, as they are not established between entities subject to public international law but between the parties to an internal conflict, which are subject to international

\textsuperscript{180} Comprehensive Agreement on Respect for Human Rights and International Humanitarian Law, Phil.-NDFP, supra note 130.


\textsuperscript{183} See Bell, supra note 67, at 381. See generally CHRISTINE BELL, PEACE AGREEMENTS AND HUMAN RIGHTS (2000); CHRISTINE BELL, ON THE LAW OF PEACE (2008) [hereinafter BELL, ON THE LAW OF PEACE] (discussing the extent to which peace agreements contain obligations relating to human rights and humanitarian law).
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humanitarian law.\textsuperscript{185} Similarly, the Special Court of Sierra Leone held that the Lomé Agreement between the Government of Sierra Leone and the RUF was not a treaty because it was signed by the government and an armed group,\textsuperscript{186} though this conclusion has been criticized.\textsuperscript{187}

This cursory dismissal of such agreements is not convincing, however. Although the VCLT applies to international agreements between states, it does not preclude recognition of international agreements between other subjects of international law.\textsuperscript{188} The international community has also recognized the possibility of international organizations entering into treaties with states and each other.\textsuperscript{189} Accordingly, this approach, which was mooted during the drafting of the Convention,\textsuperscript{190} recognizes agreements entered into by subjects of international law, such as armed groups.

Again, there is some practice on point. The ICTY has treated the May 22, 1992 agreement between representatives of the President of the Republic of Bosnia-Herzegovina, the President of the Serbian Democratic Party, the President of the Party of Democratic Action, and the President of the Croatian Democratic Community, in which the parties committed to respect certain humanitarian law obligations, as binding on the parties.\textsuperscript{191} Similarly, the Independent Commission of Inquiry on Darfur noted that the Sudan Liberation Movement/Army (SLM/A) and the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) "possess under customary international law the power to enter into binding international agreements (jus contrahendi), and have entered into various

\textsuperscript{185} Corte Constitucional [C.C.] [Constitutional Court], mayo 15, 1995, Sentencia C-225/95 (Colom.), \textit{reprinted and translated in} 2 \textit{HOW DOES LAW PROTECT IN WAR?}, \textit{supra} note 130, at 2266, ¶ 17.
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internationally binding agreements with the Government" on issues pertaining to international humanitarian law.192

The name "hybrid treaty" has both symbolic and substantive importance. Symbolically, the characterization eases concerns about affecting the legal status or perceived legitimacy of armed groups as it signals that these entities are not being treated on par with states. Substantively, the notion of hybridity supports the argument that, even if armed groups are given some role in law creation, it need not be coextensive with the plenary lawmaking power of states. The lawmaking role of armed groups could be limited in certain ways: it could be confined to particular substantive areas (such as international humanitarian law) or subject to certain constraints (such as the continued application of existing laws). Furthermore, given that armed groups would be entering into hybrid treaties with states or state-empowered bodies (in accordance with their powers as defined by states), states maintain a direct or indirect role in relation to the parties with which they are entering into such binding agreements.

There is some precedent for the notion of hybrid treaties in the area of peace agreements. For example, Bell has called for the creation of a new law of peace agreements (lex pacificatoria) in order to account for their hybridity in terms of parties (state and nonstate) and content (international and domestic law).193 As evidenced by the examples above, this hybrid approach has potential outside the realm of peace agreements. It would also give a more formal legal status to ad hoc bilateral agreements that are frequently concluded between states and armed groups, some of which have been expressly welcomed by the international community.194

b. Multilateral Treaties

Multilateral treaties are different from bilateral and trilateral treaties, not because of the number of parties that sign them but because they are open rather than closed. Different approaches could be used to integrate armed groups into multilateral treaties. State parties might give armed groups a role in treaty negotiations, whether direct or indirect. Alternatively, or in addition, the international community could recognize a right for armed groups to ratify or accede to the treaty. Another approach would be to provide for the possibility of a unilateral undertaking to abide by treaty commitments within the framework of the treaty itself. The modalities for creating a role for armed groups in multilateral treaties are complicated, and we recognize that different strategies will be necessary. However, we have drawn on existing practices in order to provide a framework for future debates about how armed groups might

193. Bell, supra note 67, at 407-10. See generally BELL, ON THE LAW OF PEACE, supra note 183 (investigating the history and nature of peace agreements, and their relationship to law, and arguing for the existence of a developing "law of the peacemaker," or lex pacificatoria).
be integrated into multilateral humanitarian law treaties.

In terms of a direct role in the negotiating process, armed groups could be given a formal role in international humanitarian law treaty negotiations. These groups could seek to affect the content of these treaties to reflect better their interests and realities, even if states remain in control of the final formulation of obligations. For example, certain national liberation movements were entitled to "participate fully" in the Diplomatic Conference of 1974-77 that gave rise to the Additional Protocols, but were not given a vote. These movements were invited due to the "paramount importance of ensuring broad participation" and the recognition that "the progressive development and codification of international humanitarian law applicable in armed conflicts is a universal task in which the national liberation movements can contribute positively." Although states reserved their positions regarding whether this created a precedent, and historical circumstances may make such invitations difficult to replicate, the example has been cited as a broader model. This would raise practical difficulties, however, as to which groups would be allowed to participate and the modalities by which they would do so.

In terms of an indirect role in the negotiating process, mechanisms could be adopted in diplomatic conferences to allow armed groups to feed their views into the conferences even if they were not given a formal role in treaty negotiations. NGOs and international organizations could convene pre-conference meetings with armed groups in order to solicit their views and communicate these to the conference delegates. For example, shortly before the Second Review Conference of States Parties to the Ottawa Convention, Geneva Call convened a meeting of signatories to its Deed of Commitment. The participants of that meeting issued a Declaration to the Second Review Conference that, inter alia, urged states to ratify the Ottawa Convention. Interested states could do likewise. For example, in 2010, the Swiss Federal Government together with the Geneva Academy of International Humanitarian Law and Human Rights convened a meeting with armed groups to ascertain
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their views on the concept of “ownership” of humanitarian norms by such groups.\textsuperscript{202} Just as diplomatic conferences on international humanitarian law are usually preceded by conferences of government experts, they could also be preceded by conferences of armed groups to allow the views of such groups to be ascertained and then presented to the conference delegates. Granting armed groups a direct role in negotiations enables states and armed groups to interact with one another, creates potential for compromise, and allows positions to be developed in a way that setting out a static position ahead of a diplomatic conference does not. Moreover, an indirect role will likely prove far less controversial given that states may object to negotiating with armed groups and may fear that granting such groups a direct role in negotiations is akin to treating them on par with states.

Irrespective of whether armed groups are granted a direct or indirect role in negotiations, they could be given the right to accede to, ratify, or unilaterally accept multilateral treaties. If armed groups were given a role in negotiations and then could ratify the multilateral treaty, this might suggest that they are being treated on par with states, with all of the controversy that would entail. In the alternative, armed groups could be given no role or a lesser role in multilateral negotiations, such that states remain in control of the content of the treaty, but be given the opportunity to accede to, ratify or unilaterally accept these norms. For the idea of unilateral acceptance, we draw on the approach taken in Additional Protocol I,\textsuperscript{203} while for the idea of accession, we point to the exceptional case of the Provisional Government of the Algerian Republic acceding to the Geneva Conventions two years before Algeria gained independence as a state.\textsuperscript{204}

Regardless of whether armed groups are permitted to participate in multilateral treaty negotiations or to ratify the resulting agreement, we argue that armed groups should remain bound by existing treaty obligations as this would help to ensure stability and prevent the uncertainty caused by starting from a blank slate. Accordingly, armed groups could not unilaterally exempt themselves from existing legal obligations. Importantly, they also would not be able to impose obligations on a state without the latter’s consent. Instead, hybrid treaties would provide a mechanism by which armed groups could express their commitment to abide by existing legal obligations or undertake additional legal obligations.\textsuperscript{205} Thus, as with unilateral declarations, the hybrid


\textsuperscript{203}. Additional Protocol I, supra note 81, art. 96(3).


\textsuperscript{205}. One issue to consider is the effect of inconsistent obligations under treaties and hybrid treaties. To the extent that hybrid treaties create additional or higher burdens than currently exist under treaties, any conflict between the two will be unproblematic. Where a hybrid treaty seeks to vary or lower existing treaty standards, it would be subject to a number of constraints, including that hybrid
treaty approach captures the benefits of involving armed groups in the process of law creation while minimizing potential disadvantages.

3. Quasi-Custom

A third, more difficult, approach is to allow armed groups to play a role in the creation of customary international humanitarian law. We contend that it would be possible for armed groups to play a role in the creation of what we term "quasi custom," but we acknowledge that the modalities for doing so are difficult and that some of the potential downsides cannot be entirely mitigated.

A number of armed groups have publicized their practices and views with respect to international humanitarian law. Some have published their codes of conduct, which could be treated as akin to state military manuals, which are regularly used as evidence of state practice or opinio juris for the purposes of determining customary international law. For example, the CPLA of China adopted the Three Main Rules of Discipline (1927; reissued in 1947), the Six Points for Attention (1928; reissued in 1947 as the Eight Points for Attention), and the Four Policies for the Lenient Treatment of Captives (1928). Other armed groups have issued internal orders, drafted constitutions, or created penal codes, many of which contain international humanitarian law provisions. For example, the Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional (EZLN) of Mexico enacted a Revolutionary Women's Law, the Nepalese CPN-M drew up a Public Legal Code, and the LTTE in Sri Lanka issued a Child Protection Act. Other treaties could not undermine jure cogens norms or exempt states and armed groups from obligations owed to third states and third-party beneficiaries. The precedence of treaty and hybrid treaty obligations could be analyzed by general interpretive rules, such as lex specialis derogat legi generali and lex posterior derogat legi priori. See generally Rep. of the Int'l Law Comm'n, 58th sess, May 1-June 9, July 3-Aug. 11, 2006, ¶ 251, U.N. Doc. A/61/10; GAOR, 61st Sess., Supp. No. 10 (2006) (discussing conclusions of the ILC study group on the fragmentation of international law, including the application of lex specialis derogat legi generali and lex posterior derogat legi priori).
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armed groups have issued statements on particular international humanitarian law issues, while still others have expressed disagreement with legal interpretations given by U.N. special rapporteurs and human rights organizations.

The legal status of these materials remains contentious, however. For example, the influential customary international humanitarian law study concluded under the auspices of the ICRC collected and listed the practices of armed groups, including the ELN of Colombia, the FARC of Columbia, the RPF of Rwanda and the SPLM/A of Sudan, as well as certain unidentified armed groups, but ultimately did not utilize this "other practice" because its legal significance was "unclear." By contrast, the ICTY took into account the practice of the CPLA, FMLN, and the Royalists in Yemen in determining that a number of customary rules applied to noninternational armed conflicts.

We suggest that one way forward would be to develop a theory of quasi-customary international law that would be based on the practices and views of states plus actors other than states, including, in the present context, armed groups. Calls to reformulate understandings of custom along these lines already exist. For example, Arend argues that custom could be based on the practice of all international actors, with different customs binding different types of actors. McCorquodale points out that the ICJ statute’s reference to custom describes it as "general practice accepted as law" without requiring that practice to be state practice alone. Sassoli and de Beco have both argued for the practice of armed groups to be considered in the creation of customary international humanitarian law. Yet these suggestions are not widely supported and they also raise a variety of concerns (such as whether incorporating the practice of armed groups would lead to a downgrading of
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customary law protections) and questions (such as what would happen if the practice of states and armed groups diverged). To mitigate these concerns, we suggest the following.

First, drawing inspiration from the way in which international law addresses the customary law rights and obligations of new states, we contend that armed groups should remain bound by existing customary international law obligations. International law protects the stability of the legal system by providing that new states remain bound by existing customary law obligations, even if the new government or state played no role in the creation of those obligations and therefore had no opportunity to persistently object during their formation. 218 We contend that armed groups should expect to be bound in the same fashion.

Second, armed groups, acting alone, would not have the power to create a new custom or undermine or change an existing custom. Such developments would require some sort of consensus between armed groups and states. In this way, armed groups could contribute to the process of developing customary law, without being able to control its outcome. Whether the practice of armed groups would help to change customary law would depend not just on its generality and consistency, but also on the actions and reactions of states, thus retaining a central role for state consent.

Third, when it comes to weighing the practice of armed groups and states going forward, their practice need not be treated equally. The centrality of the role of states in international law means that their practice should still be given more weight. As with traditional notions of custom, state-empowered bodies (such as courts and tribunals) will likely play a critical role in identifying and articulating customary rules, allowing those bodies to evaluate conflicting practices of states and armed groups in light of the broader interests of the international community. If the views of armed groups were considered, there might also be an argument for including the views of other affected parties, such as civilians.

As can be seen, different options are possible. Quasi-custom would allow armed groups to play some role in the creation of customary norms without ceding all, or even equal, control to armed groups. At the same time, we acknowledge that any theory of quasi-custom is likely to prove more controversial in theory and difficult to implement in practice than recognition of hybrid treaties and encouraging unilateral declarations, particularly since the role of state action and consent in quasi-custom would be more attenuated and there is a greater chance of ratcheting down humanitarian protections.

IV. CONCLUSION

Given that international law now regulates the rights and obligations of many nonstate actors in addition to those of states, this Article asks whether

some or all nonstate actors can and should play a role in creating international law. Although we set out a general framework for approaching this issue, we argue that this question cannot be answered in the abstract, as the answer depends on the advantages and disadvantages of recognizing a particular lawmaking role for the particular nonstate actor in question.

Focusing on one particular kind of nonstate actor, namely nonstate armed groups, we contend that it is possible to move away from the traditional statist approach to sources, which denies armed groups any role in law creation, without moving to the extreme position of giving such groups complete control over their obligations or equal lawmaking powers with states. To this end, we have suggested various mechanisms (unilateral declarations, hybrid treaties, and possibly quasi-custom) for giving armed groups an opportunity to recognize existing obligations or undertake new ones, while reducing the risk of placing them on par with states or downgrading international humanitarian protections. We believe that these mechanisms provide a way to involve nonstate armed groups in the creation of international humanitarian law while respecting the crucial and primary role of states.

These proposals are likely to be controversial and to encounter theoretical and practical objections. Nonetheless, they build on existing practices and have the potential to improve armed groups’ knowledge of and compliance with international humanitarian law. They may create certain incentives for armed groups to comply with international humanitarian law, such as a commitment not to prosecute them for taking part in hostilities. They may also allow us to distinguish between armed groups that are willing to comply with the law from those that are not, thus providing a means by which armed groups can be disaggregated. More broadly, these proposals create a framework for other nonstate actors to engage in the creation of international law. For instance, corporations might undertake unilaterally to abide by human rights obligations or enter into hybrid treaties with states and international organizations. We can expect states to resist the idea of granting any nonstate actors a role in law creation, but that does not mean that recognizing such a role would be contrary to the needs and interests of the international community as a whole.